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ceremonies at the 2000 Olympic Games had a unique Australian

flavor ____ of their multicultural communities. (02/6)A) noticeable

B) indicative C) conspicuous D) implicit2. A visitor to a museum

today would notice ________ changes in the way museums are

operated. (01/6)A)cognitive B)rigorous C)conspicuous D)exclusive

3. Very few people understood his lecture, the subject of which was

very_______.(00/1)A) dim B) obscure C) conspicuous D)

intelligible4. He seems to be __________ enough to climb to the

mountain top in an hour. (98/1)A) radiant B) conscientious C)

conspicuous D) energetic5. Even though he was guilty, the

__________ judge did not send him to prison. (97/1)A) merciful B)

impartial C) conscientious D) conspicuous Integrate(4次)1. No

form of government in the world is ＿＿＿. each system reflects the

history and present needs of the region or the nation. (05/6)A)

dominant B) influential C) integral D) drastic2. One of the attractive

features of the course was the way the practical work had been

________ with the theoretical aspects of the subject. (05/1)A)

embedded B) embraced C) integrated D) synthesized3. It is believed

that the authorities are thinking of ____ new taxes to raise extra

revenue. (03/12)A) impairing B) imposing C) invading D)

integrating4. Out of _______ revenge, he did his worst to blacken

her character and ruin her reputation. (98/6)A) perfect B) total C)



sheer D) integral Flush(3次)1. The girl’s face __________ with

embarrassment during the interview when she couldn’t answer the

tough question. (05/12)A) radiated B) beamed C) dazzled D)

flushed2. The law of supply and demand will eventually take care of a

shortage or ＿＿＿ of dentists. (05/6)A) surge B) surplus C) flush

D) fluctuation3. His face ____as he came in after running all the way

from school. (03/9)A) flared B) fluctuated C) fluttered D) flushed

Heave(3次)1. His successful negotiations with the Americans helped

him to _________ his position in he government. (02/1)A) contrive

B) consolidate C) heave D) intensify 2. The children cheered up

when they saw hundreds of colorful balloons _______ slowly into

the sky. (98/6)A) floating B) raising C) heaving D) ascending 3.

When trapped in drifting sands, do not struggle, or you will be

______ in deeper. (98/1)A) absorbed B) pushed C) heaved D)

sucked Facilitate(2次)1. The circus has always been very popular

because it ____ both the old and the young.(03/9)A) facilitates B)

fascinates C) immerses D) indulges2. The automatic doors in

supermarkets ________ the entry and exit of customers with

shopping carts. (01/6)A)furnish B)induce C)facilitate D)allocate

Flutter(2次)1. His face ____as he came in after running all the way

from school. (03/9)A) flared B) fluctuated C) fluttered D) flushed2.

With prices _______ so much, it is difficult for the school to plan a

budget. (02/12)A) vibrating B) fluctuating C) fluttering D) swinging
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